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Semantic gap

Information need Query Documents

Modeling - Indexing

Query 
representation

Documents 
representation

Matching process

Retrieved documents

Information Retrieval Process

Term matching problem

Semantic gap

• Vocabulary mismatch 

Car vs Automobile

• Granularity mismatch

Cat vs Animal

• Polysemy

Bass as fish vs Bass as sound
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Tackling the Semantic gap

 Relational semantic in the Knowledge Base

 Controlled vocabulary, concepts and their relations

 Acronym, synonym, antonym, hyponyms, …

 Distributed semantic with neural network

 Nonlinear transformations of data to identify latent

information

 Deep learning in image and text processing

Leveraging relation semantic in knowledge base

Learning distributed semantic of text

1. Context and motivations
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Tackling the Semantic gap

 Relational semantic in the Knowledge Base

 Controlled vocabulary, concepts and their relations

 Acronym, synonym, antonym, hyponyms, …

 Distributional semantic with neural network

 Nonlinear transformations of data to identify latent

information

 Deep learning in image and text processing

Leveraging relation semantic in knowledge base

Learning distributional semantic of text

Combining relational and distributed semantic to enhance text representation 
 inject relation knowledge into distributional embeddings
 reduce the semantic gap

1. Context and motivations
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1. Context and motivations
Learning text representation

 Learning word representation (word embeddings 𝑊)
 Loss function: predict a word by its context

𝐿 = −log𝑃(𝑤𝑡| w𝑡−𝑘 , 𝑤𝑡−k+1, … , 𝑤t+k )

…10 0 0 …1 0 0 0 … 10 0 0

…

wt-k wt-k+1 wt+k…

…

W’

wt: target wordterm  vector 

 word2vec (CBOW) [Mikolov et al., 2013] 

Learning text representation
2. Related work
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1. Context and motivations
Learning text representation

…10 0 0 …1 0 0 0 … 10 0 0

…

wt-k wt-k+1 wt+k…

…

W’

wt: target wordterm  vector 

Learning text representation
2. Related work

 Extension of word2vec
 Embeddings of words and documents
 Loss function: predict a word by its context word 

& document 

𝐿 = −log𝑃(𝑤𝑡| 𝐝𝒕, 𝑤𝑡−k, … , 𝑤t+k )

…10 0 0

document index vector  dt

 ParagraphVector (PV-DM) [Le and Mikolov., 2014] 

 Learning word representation (word embeddings 𝑊)
 Loss function: predict a word by its context

𝐿 = −log𝑃(𝑤𝑡| w𝑡−𝑘 , 𝑤𝑡−k+1, … , 𝑤t+k )

 word2vec (CBOW) [Mikolov et al., 2013] 
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 Word representation correction

Words related to similar concepts in knowledge base should have similar embeddings

2. Related work

 Learning regularisation with word relationships via a knowledge base.
[Yu and Dredze, 2014 ; Liu et al., 2016 ; Mrkšic et al., 2016]

Learning text representation with knowledge constraint

 Post-correction of word-embeddings via word relationships. [Faruqui et al., 2014]
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 Word representation correction

Words related to similar concepts in knowledge base should have similar embeddings

2. Related work

 Learning regularisation with word relationships via a knowledge base.
[Yu and Dredze, 2014 ; Liu et al., 2016 ; Mrkšic et al., 2016]

Learning text representation with knowledge constraint

 Post-correction of word-embeddings via word relationships. [Faruqui et al., 2014]

 Joint learning of words and concepts

Mutel contribution of word and concept semantics in learning

 The concepts/senses of words help in learning 
embeddings. 

 Estimate the probability of a word and/or a concept 
given neighbouring words/concepts (or vice versa) 
[Mancini et al., 2016 ; Cheng et al., 2015 ; Yamada et al., 2016]

wt ct

wc1 cc1 wc2 cc2
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 Our contribution

2. Related work

 Joint learning of words, concepts and documents (tripartite)
 Joint use of raw text and knowledge sources in the same embedding space
 Model has a high level of generalizability of use in the semantic web

Learning text representation with knowledge constraint

Embeddings learning
word 

embedding
with concept 
embedding

with document 
embedding

with relation 
constraints

[Liu et al., 2016]  

[Yu and Dredze, 2014]  

[Faruqui et al., 2014]  

[Mancini et al., 2016]  

[Cheng et al., 2015]  

[Yamada et al., 2016]  

Our model    
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3. Tri-partite Neural Model

 Document – Word – Concept

iPhone is a line of smartphones designed and marketed by Apple.
$#!Iphone $#!Smartphone $#!Apple_Inc.

The first-generation was released on June 29, 2007, and multiple
$#!IPhone_(1st_generation)

new hardware iterations with new iOS releases have been released since.
$#!Electronic_hardware $#!IOS

A1: Multi-level context view
Simultaneously learning representations within a multi-level context (document vs word/concept)

A2: Knowledge source-based context view
Constraining the embedding learning with respect to a knowledge source structure
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3. Tri-partite Neural Model

 Document – Word – Concept

iPhone is a line of smartphones designed and marketed by Apple.
$#!Iphone $#!Smartphone $#!Apple_Inc.

The first-generation was released on June 29, 2007, and multiple
$#!IPhone_(1st_generation)

new hardware iterations with new iOS releases have been released since.
$#!Electronic_hardware $#!IOS

O1 : Distributional semantics of documents, words and concepts  𝑳𝑪

O2 : Relational semantics via concepts in the KB  𝑳𝑹

𝐿 = 𝐿𝐶 + 𝛽𝐿𝑅 Final objective function:
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 O1: Distributional semantics of documents, words and concepts 

𝑑𝑤𝑡 𝑤𝑡−2 𝑤𝑡−1 𝑤𝑡+1 𝑤𝑡+2 𝑐𝑡−2 𝑐𝑡+1

𝑤𝑡 𝑐𝑡

… …

… … … … …

… … …

… …

Output

Hidden layer

Input

 Learning based on Probabilistic Neural Language Model

 Objective function:

𝐿𝐶 =  

𝑑∈𝐷

 

𝑤𝑡∈𝑇

log 𝑃(𝑤𝑡|𝑤𝑡±𝑘 , 𝑐𝑡±𝑘 , 𝑑𝑤𝑡) + log𝑃(𝑐𝑡|𝑤𝑡±𝑘 , 𝑐𝑡±𝑘 , 𝑑𝑤𝑡)

The  iPhone3G added   3G network support, followed by the 3GS …

𝑤𝑡𝑤𝑡−1𝑤𝑡−2 𝑤𝑡+1 𝑤𝑡+2

𝑑𝑤𝑡

3. Tri-partite Neural Model
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 O2 : Relational semantics via concepts in the KB

 Connected concepts in the KB

 $#!Smartphone

 $#!Iphone

 $#!Apple_Inc.

 $#!IOS

dbo:type

dbo:product

dbo:product

(smartphone,iphone)

(iphone, Apple)

(Apple, iOS)

 Objective function:

𝐿𝑅 =  

𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗 ∈ ℛ

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑗 =  

𝑤𝑖,𝑤𝑗 ∈ ℛ

cos(𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑗)

ℛ

𝐿 = 𝐿𝐶 + 𝛽𝐿𝑅 Final objective function:

3. Tri-partite Neural Model
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4. Experimental Evaluation
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 Configurations

 P2V: Paragraph-Vector [Le and Mikolov., 2014] 

 SD2V: Our model without relation constraint (𝐿𝐶 only)

 SD2VR: Our model with relation constraint (𝐿𝐶 + 𝐿𝑅)

 Dataset

 Robust (528.155 documents)

 Evaluation protocol

 Document embeddings quality

• DocSimilarity [Le and Mikolov., 2014] 

 Effectiveness of learned embeddings in IR tasks

• TREC Robust 2004 : 250 requêtes

• Reranking and Query expansion
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 Document embeddings quality

 Datasets: Robust04

 Task: document similarity [Le and Mikolov., 2014]

• Protocol: documents triplets D1, D2 (similar),  D3

• Metric: Error rate when sim(D1, D2) < sim(D1, D3)

Robust % change

TF-IDF 7.2% -12.5%

AWE 9.6% -34.37 %

PV 7.9% -20.25 %

SD2V 8.3% -24.09 %

SD2VR 6.3%

 Benefit of distributional semantic

 Synergic effect: relational + distributional
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 Document embeddings quality

 t-SNE projection of document embeddings 

o Relevant document: white dot

• Irrelevant document: black dot
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 Effectiveness of learned embeddings in IR tasks

 Task : reranking, query expansion

• Metrics: MAP, Recall

 Dataset: Robust04

4. Experimental Evaluation

IR Models MAP Recall

Semantic IR baseline LM-QE 0.2110 0.6593

Document re-ranking

PV 0.2507 0.6895

SD2V 0.2379 0.6834

SD2VR 0.2384 0.6841

Query expansion

PV word 0.2460 0.6804

SD2V

word 0.2443 0.6891

concept 0.2497 0.6897

both 0.2461 0.6894

SD2VR

word 0.2451 0.6886

concept 0.2516 0.6892

both 0.2489 0.6890

 Neural score help ranking

 Useful relational semantic

 Neural better than baseline

 Best: extension with concept 
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 Cross-analysis

 Query sets on SD2VR performance in comparison to PV (in terms of MAP)

4. Experimental Evaluation

Query set #queries Avg concept qrels
Q- 117 (46.99%) 78.56
Q= 7 (2.81%) 69.92
Q+ 125 (50.20%) 64.77

 Q- set: higher #concepts in ground-truth document
 Less able to catch the semantics of documents with high number of concepts
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 Cross-analysis

 Query sets on SD2VR performance in comparison to PV (in terms of MAP)

4. Experimental Evaluation

Query set #queries Avg concept qrels
Q- 117 (46.99%) 78.56
Q= 7 (2.81%) 69.92
Q+ 125 (50.20%) 64.77

 Q- set: higher #concepts in ground-truth document

Q+ Q412 airport security

Document FT941-4175 
34 concepts 

relevant

...In spain $#!Spain, another european union country $#!Nation state 
facing terrorist campaign, only armed police $#!Police have responsibility 
$#!Moral_responsibility for security $#!Security in airports. In Heathrow 
$#!Heathrow Airport, since BAA $#!Heathrow_Airport_Holdings was privatised.

Q- Q314:  Marine Vegetation

Document LA091189-0098
60 concepts

irrelevant

[...] the marine $#!Ocean craft, the same color $#!Color as surrounding 
vegetation, was not easy to spot, singley said. [...]Because the plane route was 
not known and radar $#!Radar was unable to track it, Marine offcials relied upon 
civilian reports in the search $#!The Search (2014 film) [...]

 Example of queries in Q+ and Q- with top document retrieved by SD2VR

 Q- set: higher #concepts in ground-truth document
 Less able to catch the semantics of documents with high number of concepts
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5. Conclusion

 Contribution

 Perspective

 Unified learning for concept and document embeddings

 Reduce vocabulary mismatch between documents and queries

 Improve the quality of document embeddings

 Encouraging results for IR tasks
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 Compare the effect between different types of relationships for learning

 Analysis of the sensitivity of embeddings to the disambiguation errors



Thank you!
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